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Abstract 
This thesis studies the problem of text document clustering. Given a document             
collection, firstly, procedures such as preprocessing of these documents and feature           
extraction take place. More generally, each document is usually represented using a            
vector space model where the non-negative dimension weights highlight the          
significance of the according term features. One fundamental property of such a feature             
space is high dimensionality that is occured. In this dissertation, methods are studied             
and developed for the representation of each document and knowledge extraction as far             
as the cluster structure of a dataset. 
Initially, a vector space model is introduced, which without any supervision follows             
the traditional assumption about the term independence. Afterwards, a semantic          
featurized text representation is constructed where the document vectors are mapped in            
feature space denser than before. The performance of the recommended representation           
is studied in the context of text document clustering. 
In the next chapters, a general framework regarding clustering document collections            
is presented, as well as a description of clustering algorithms which are implemented             
distributed in Apache Spark such as K-means, Bisecting k-means and Latent Dirichlet            
Allocation. The last chapter of this dissertation concerns the experimental results and            
approaches that were used based on these algorithms. Results on real datasets, indicate             
the conclusions that are fused by these approaches. 
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 1. Introduction 
1.1 Knowledge Mining from document collections 
 
During the last years, the electronic means of communication have gained in             
popularity and acquired a dominant role in developed societies. The amount of services             
provided in the world wide web, such as electronic social networks, have made it the               
primary communication and entertainment tool for many people. An important change           
that occurred was that the user is at the same time both content consumer and producer. 
In these day and age, in the era of cloud computing, the data being produced, flowed,                 
stored and processed electronically and automatically are massive in volume and           
present an increasing rate of growth. Electronic publishing, digital libraries with text            
articles, ebooks, images and videos, emails, broadcast new articles, blogs used by            
people and other websites are just some of the activities that need to manage, process               
and manipulate large volumes of data. This data management burdens users that have to              
spend huge effort and time to organise or search content and of course the computer               
systems. Either in a local scale or in the large scale of distributed systems, manual data                
management and processing of data are huge in computational cost and sometimes even             
impossible to be implemented in a reasonable time. It is clear, that in spite of the                
improvement of computer systems performance, this computing power itself cannot          
meet the needs of modern life. Efficient automatic methods for content based document             
management tasks, organisation and information retrieval, are of great significance. 
Another great challenge where machine learning and data mining procedures can            
contribute themselves into human knowledge is wrapped in the quotation “data can            
bring other data”. More precisely, various scientific problems can be investigated by            
processing large volumes of information relevant to the problem. In this way,            
post-processing and external evaluation of the extracted information, new knowledge          
might be gained (e.g feature correlation, investigating rules). Worst case scenario, some            
hints may be obtained to help the setup of further research. 
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 Text is the basic format in which information is represented. Hence, the processing              
operations should be able to handle properly this type of data. Organising and mining              
information from text data, has increasingly gained in popularity and has become one of              
the most active scientific fields of machine learning and data mining communities,            
usually called as text mining. The area of text mining includes techniques from a variety               
of scientific areas and it has a wide range of applications (security, marketing,             
information retrieval, opinion mining). While structured data are ready for analysis and            
evaluation, unstructured text requires transformation. The transformation of        
unstructured text into structured set of data is not a straightforward task. Text analytics              
offer a wide variety of tools to tackle with the dialects, ambiguities and inconsistencies              
of natural language. With the term document, we refer to the general data instance              
which may include information such as text, images, videos or any other multimedia             
content. Complex documents with data such that, is usually the most usual case found in               
the web. Computer algorithms cannot use the format of these documents, thus a             
representation is required in a standard format such as the vector space model [3], where               
a vector stores the weight of significance for each feature of a data object. Vector Space                
Model is used in information filtering, information retrieval, indexing and relevance           
rankings. The extracted text features, can be different words or more complex features.             
The bag of words (bow) is the most traditional text document representation model,             
where the set of word-terms is called vocabulary and forms a vector space. Here it is                
also worthy to note that, both images and videos can also be represented in a similar                
way, called bag of visual words. A visual vocabulary is constructed by processing visual              
features which are then mapped in the according vector space [4,5]. 
One big difference between text and multimedia content is that text provides better              
low-level features. Words have specific encoding with written letters and they can be             
used to define the feature space of bag of words model. On the contrary, good quality                
low-level features cannot be extracted from images and videos. 
Another thing that proves the importance of text processing is that text is the               
dominant format of descriptive metadata. Tagging is a common thing in modern life,             
where human assigns a set of textual terms to a data object. Although in the digital                
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 world tagging was introduced for text mining, currently it is widely used for other              
multimedia content towards helping representation and retrieval. 
All these things mentioned above, explain why text mining is one of the most active                
machine learning and data mining fields and the reason why various methods that have              
been created for text, are successfully used in other data processing domains. 
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 2. Background and Preliminaries 
2.1. Preface 
 
The wide usage of internet has been generating data exponentially. This data             
generation comes with the fact that there is a tremendous amount of information to              
gather and store. The amount of data on the internet was one of the core factors that                 
gave birth to the concept of big data. Although it is completely related, its existence is                
owing to the unstructured data requires management. Data, is a collection of facts that              
needs analysis. The volume of them, is increasingly becoming larger at a phenomenal             
pace. This data carry a lot of noise meaning that they are not formatted with fixed                
structure, thus adding a level of complexity in every kind of task.  
Some organizations, after fronting hundreds of gigabytes of data for the first time              
may trigger a need to re-evaluate options of data management. On the other hand, for               
others, it may take tens of hundreds of terabytes before size of data leads them to this                 
significant consideration. Big data has high velocity, volume and a big variety of             
information that have the need of new forms and ways of processing, towards getting              
insights and acquiring an effective and efficient decision-making system. The world           
wide web and various social media applications such as Facebook, Twitter etc, are some              
of the biggest contributors in the steep increase in the amount of large sets of data. The                 
world is experiencing a massive data revolution and below we present a graph depicting              
a prediction of the number of users on social media by 2021, taken from statista.com. 
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Fig 1. Prediction of the increase of the number of users, by 2021 
 
Source: ​https://www.statista.com/ 
 
As mentioned above, Internet and social media are responsible for several challenges             
that occur, which include storage of data, share, analysis and visualization. This trend to              
larger datasets is owing to the fact of added information that is generated from the               
analysis of a single large dataset as compared to independent smaller chunks with the              
same total amount of data. Hence, there is a critical need for tools capable of analyzing                
large scale data and acquire value from them. Apache Spark is a powerful technology              
that meets that need. 
 
2.2. Apache Spark  
 
Apache spark is an open source and general purpose cluster computing framework,             
aiming in the analysis of large scale data. It is one of the hottest big data technologies.                 
As time goes by, the use of spark by organizations is increasingly growing and              
gradually becomes as the technology of choice for big data analytics. This is due spark,               
can perform low latency computations through the use of iterative algorithms and            
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 efficient coaching. Furthermore, spark has a programming model similar to MapReduce           
but extends it with a data-sharing abstraction called Resilient Distributed Datasets           
(RDDs). Using this simple extension, Apache spark can abduct a wide range of             
processing workloads that beforehand needed separate engines including SQL, Machine          
Learning, Graph Processing and Streaming.  
 
Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs) It is the key feature of spark. It is a collection of                
immutable objects stored into different partitions. Following this, RDDs, whenever          
modified, a new RDD is generated leaving the original RDD unconverted. It is fault              
tolerance because it knows when to regenerate and when to recompute the dataset. It is               
the core of spark which helps with readjusting the computation and optimizing the             
processing of data.  
 
Implementations of spark such as SQL, Machine Learning, Streaming and Graph            
Processing use the same optimizations as engines and manage to achieve similar            
performance. The difference is that they run as libraries over a common platform             
making them easy and able to compose. 
 
SPARK SQL​, ​is a component of spark that gave birth to a data abstraction called               
Dataframes, ​which is a form of structured or semi-structured data. Spark SQL, provides             
a specific language to manipulate data frames in Scala, Java, or Python. 
 
SPARK STREAMING​, uses spark’s capability to perform streaming analytics. It          
absorbs data in mini-batches and performs transformations on those batches. This           
design facilitates the code written for batch analytics to be used in streaming analytics              
[12]. 
 
MLlib​, is a distributed machine learning framework which runs on top of spark core.              
The advantage of this framework is that, due to distributed memory-based spark            
architecture, it runs nine times faster than the disk-based implementation. Many           
machine learning algorithms have been implemented and transported to MLlib, which           
facilitates large scale machine learning pipelines, including: 
-11- 
  
● Summary Statistics 
● Classification 
● Regression 
● Collaborative filtering 
● Cluster Analysis 
● Dimensionality Reduction techniques such as Singular Value Decomposition or         
Principal Component Analysis 
 
GRAPHX​, is a distributed graph processing framework on top of Apache Spark. Due to              
based on RDDs, graphs are immutable thus making GraphX unsuitable for graphs that             
need to be updated [11] 
 
Generally speaking, spark has various important benefits which makes organizations           
adopt this new technology and reconsider data management or data analytics. Initially,            
applications are easier to develop because they are constructed in a unified API. Finally,              
it is more productive to combine processing tasks. Previous and usual systems required             
storing and writing the data to storage towards passing it to another engine. On the               
contrary, Spark can achieve diverse functions over the same data often in memory,             
making Spark a technology which enables the birth to new applications that were not              
possible with previous systems. 
 
 
2.3. Characteristics of Natural Language Processing 
 
Natural languages are very complex codes, which are able to encode non-trivial             
information. Humans use languages to communicate and from now on, this is the kind              
of natural language to which we mainly refer. Every language such that, evolves in time               
with respect to syntax, vocabulary or word meanings in order to meet the needs of               
communication. Since our focus is on text documents, it ought to be noted that we use                
the general terminology of machine learning along the terminology from text mining.            
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 Thus, a document is a data object. Initially, we think it is good to describe some issues                 
as far as the natural language processing required to apply of machine learning methods              
in the case of documents. 
 
 
2.3.1 Linguistic Phenomena and Complex Semantics 
 
​In order for computer programs to understand natural language, AI researchers have             
been trying to find solutions for many years. This, constitutes a very difficult thing for               
computer programs to do due to mainly lack of impropriate knowledge representation            
techniques. Text analysis, is increasingly becoming a common task in many business            
domains. Machine learning constitutes the most pervasive approach for text analysis,           
based on mathematical and statistical models. The problem is, that in order for machine              
learning to be able to fully understand and get insights from text, it must surpass certain                
obstacles of natural language such as linguistics phenomena and complex semantics.  
There are three basic linguistic phenomena which can cause a lot of difficulties and               
inconsistencies in the automated processing of text, Polysemy, Homonymy and complex           
semantics. Let us briefly define these terms and get an idea of why these phenomena               
cause many troubles in the processing of text. 
 
Polysemy ​is the phenomenon where a term has different meaning depending on the              
context of its appearance in a text. As far as data clustering concerned, if there are more                 
than one groups in the dataset that base their information on such words, then it would                
be very difficult to discriminate those groups. Some word examples for polysemy may             
be buck(a dollar or a male deer), right(morally good or the direction, etc.). 
​Homonymy ​is the phenomenon where several terms correspond to an identical            
concept, generally speaking, or when they appear in a particular context. As an             
example, the words “car”, “auto”, “automobile”. It is also common to use abbreviations             
instead of the original word or phrase accordingly. The problem is that each word              
corresponds to a concept that is related with other concepts. All concepts can be thought               
to form a conceptual hierarchy. This means that two terms may have meaning similar to               
some relative extent. 
-13- 
 ​Complex terms, ​refer to those cases where more than one words are combined into a                
term that has a special meaning. For instance, “olympic games”, “machine learning”. It             
is a very common phenomenon and it can be treated using mainly a list of such terms                 
created manually.  
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 3. Document Clustering  
3.1. Machine learning for document collections 
 
Considerable research activity has been conducted towards using machine learning           
techniques to manage documents. By the term manage we mean experts that either             
manually classify a small set of documents that are examples used for training or              
completely eliminated (using an unsupervised approach). In this dissertation, we are           
going to focus on unsupervised document representation and clustering. 
A big difference between machine learning methods is the existence or absence of              
supervision. Supervised learning methods use a dataset that contains objects of the data             
categories we need to analyse in the unknown data. In contrast, unsupervised learning             
methods try to discover the group structure of the objects by processing the unknown              
input data. 
A second fundamental difference between machine learning methods, is that they            
adopt a generative learning approach to manage a problem. A generative model learns             
the problem and its decision is based on how explainable is a case under the different                
cases it is trained to handle. A discriminative model adopts a much simpler way. It does                
not learn the problem itself, however, it focuses on learning the differences between the              
possible scenarios towards discriminating them. This categorisation is mostly referred in           
the supervised learning, nevertheless it can be applied also in the unsupervised. 
Unlike other machine learning problems, text datasets carry large vocabularies. Due            
to that fact, some issues rise up such as high dimensionality which sometimes may be               
combined with linguistic phenomena such as polysemy, metaphors, synonyms which          
also make clustering method difficult. It is complicated to select features in an             
unsupervised setting which is usually achieved using heuristics [1,2,6]. Methods such as            
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), may discover term correlations.  
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 3.1.1 Data Classification 
 
In classification or categorization, thu purpose is to identify specific document            
categories in an input dataset which is unknown. Taking into consideration the simplest             
case of one category, a single classifier is trained to decide whether an object belongs to                
that category. The output can be binary or probabilistic accordingly. Nevertheless, other            
techniques may generate such class interpretation weights from a discriminative          
classifier. Multiclass classification is implemented either using a single classifier that           
can manage more than one categories (eg. Decision Trees, Neural Networks etc.) or             
using two-class classifiers which work as components of the model, each one            
responsible for one data category. Since there are several papers published and an             
extend literature available for two-class categorization, the use of multiple classifiers           
offers an explicit generalization.  
Formally, classification is the process where provides a Dataset D = {d​1​,d​2​,...,d​N​} and              
a set L = {l​1​,l​2​,...,l​M​} with |L| = M predefined category labels, a binary value is assigned                 
to each pair (d​i​,l​j​). The issue could be defined as the approximation of a function which                
would perfectly assign objects to their true categories. This is approximated by the             
classifiers which try to minimize the output choice disagreement. The learning of this             
approximation function is managed using examples provided in a training set. This            
requirement of this training set, baptizes classification a supervised machine learning           
technique. Many popular classifiers have been tried to text documents such as Naive             
Bayes, Neural Networks, Support Vector Machines, or K-Nearest Neighbors. On the           
contrary, regarding regression, the predicted output is not a discrete label but a set of               
real numbers. It is not applied in text documents as often as classification, however              
there are methodologies in literature. Classification in general, finds many applications           
in practice in a wide variety of domains, such as Opinion mining, Information Retrieval,              
email categorization and spam filtering. 
 
3.1.2 Data Clustering 
 
Clustering of documents is an unsupervised learning approach that automatically           
puts into groups similar documents of a corpus and dissimilar documents to different             
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 ones called, clusters. Document clustering is employed in both contexts of data analysis             
[7].  
● In exploratory data analysis where the purpose is to get insights from the data              
discovering patterns, which they would help to formulate hypotheses about the           
data. 
● In confirmatory data analysis where the aim is to confirm empirically a given             
hypothesis by analyzing the data. 
 
This approach regarding document management has gained in popularity owing to the            
nature of modern problems. More precisely, when the volume of information is            
hundreds of thousands, even millions of documents with several changes in their topic,             
then supervision is disadvantageous and costly in many ways. Computationally, it is            
difficult to find the optimal cluster of data, even for two-dimensional data [9],  
Formally, provided a Dataset D with N unlabelled documents, a solution C is              
explored which partitions the dataset into M clusters of similar objects. The number of              
clusters M is usually predetermined and provided as an input parameter to the             
algorithm. Nevertheless, it is highly enticing for a method to be able to decide the               
number of clusters without external information, and although there are numerous of            
cluster algorithms, finding the number of clusters, still consists of a problem for which              
there is not a general and practical approach [8]. Clustering in general uses low level               
structural information, the similarities or dissimilarities between objects to conclude the           
high level group structure of data. A function that measures the relation between pairs              
of objects is called similarity function and constitutes a core measure in the performance              
of the clustering process. Ideally, each cluster corresponds to one class of objects. Here,              
it is worth to note that in complex and difficult problems, there exist more than one                
“correct” data partitions. Hence, the cluster that is created is not necessarily expected to              
agree with human perception. The positive effect of this issue, is that clustering may              
discover new knowledge as far as data relationships and structure. On the other hand,              
the negative effect of the above mentioned effect are mainly two. Firstly, most             
clustering algorithms infer a clustering structure without taking into consideration          
whether an actual structure exists in the data. Hence, it is highly advisable, before              
applying clustering to investigate the “clusterability” of the dataset [10], in order to be              
-17- 
 decided if an actual cluster structure worths to be extracted. The second difficulty is to               
decide a proper evaluation process for the quality of the clustering method. There exists              
a large number of clustering methodologies with various characteristics, such as           
partitional clustering, hierarchical clustering, or density-based clustering. The ones that          
are most widely used for text document clustering are those who adopt general             
clustering methods such as K-means and Hierarchical agglomerative clustering. These          
methods can adjust and be accurately modified to special needs such as high             
dimensionality and sparsity of document feature spaces. Some modern applications of           
text document clustering are: 
● Grouping of data to benefit storage, indexing and retrieval in large scale            
systems. 
● Recommendation systems 
● Visualization and browsing document collections 
● Automatic summarization of texts 
● Tagging 
 
3.2. Overview of an overall document clustering system 
 
Each clustering algorithm can be described into certain components which depend on             
each other. 
1. Firstly, all procedures regarding information that we are going to retrieve from            
input raw data by extracting document features which may have an arbitrary            
format. 
2. The next step, is document representation. It is advisable to map the input raw              
data in a space towards enabling processing by computer algorithms. 
3. This pairwise similarity/dissimilarity measure that shows the degree on which          
data objects have some characteristics in common. 
4. The final step, is the implementation of the clustering algorithm, that partitions            
data objects into groups. 
 
It is advisable, to follow these steps in the above order. 
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 3.3. Data Preparation 
3.3.1. Data Preprocessing 
 
In order to implement any clustering algorithm, the collection of text documents             
must be first converted into a format that can be processed and represented in a suitable                
feature space. This process usually takes place before the application of any clustering             
algorithm. Here, it is worth to note that the implementation of the processing step,              
depends on the problem we have and on what information needs to be extracted,              
semantically speaking. For instance, there are cases where the syntax of a sentence or its               
structure, play a crucial role. On the other hand, there are cases that more obscene               
concepts are required. Therefore, we discard syntax structure and lexical fine-details.           
Text document clustering, that we deal with, usually works at a coarse semantic level              
that is explained by unordered term frequencies, hence belongs to the second category.             
Regarding our procedure of preprocessing in our data,after keeping only rows that            
contained information removing those that contained nan values, we removed          
punctuation marks, html tags(“<br /><br />”) and then we converted all of our letters              
into lowercase. Next, we represented our text to vectors of token counts, using two              
ways, CountVectorizer and HashingTF from ml.feature which are thoroughly described          
below. 
​CountVectorizer​: CountVectorizer(CV), aims to help convert a collection of text           
documents to vectors of token counts. Cases, where a dictionary of words is not a given,                
CV can be used towards estimating this vocabulary. The model generates sparse            
representations regarding the documents over the vocabulary, which can then be passed            
to other algorithms such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation.  
Now as far as the fitting process, CV will choose the top words from the vocabulary                 
which are ordered by term frequency across the corpus. Following this, an optional             
parameter also exists, called minDF, which also affects the fitting process by            
determining the minimum number of documents a term must appear, in order to be              
included in the vocabulary [25]. 
​Tf-Idf​: Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency is another feature         
vectorization method, which is commonly used in the field of text mining to highlight              
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 the importance of a term to a document in the corpus. Term frequency TF(t,d), is the                
total number of times that the term t appears in document d, whereas document              
frequency DF(t,D) is the number of documents that contains the term t. As it is               
understood, t stands for the term, d for the document and our corpus is denoted by D.                 
Here, there is the limitation that if we only use the term frequency to measure the                
importance of a term, it is very easy to over-emphasize terms that appear very often in                
our document but carry very little information about it. For instance words such as “a”,               
“the”, “of” do not carry any information. In general, if a term appears often across the                
corpus, this means that it does not have information that we need about a particular               
document. 
Inverse document frequency, constitutes a numerical measure that shows how much           
information term provides: 
 
IDF(t,D) = log (|D| +1/DF(t,D)+1)​, 
 
where |D| is the total number of documents in the corpus. Furthermore, if a term appears                
in all documents, its IDF score becomes zero, since logarithm is used. The TF-IDF              
measure is simply the product of TF and IDF: 
 
TF-IDF(t,d,D) = TF(t,d) * DF(t,D) 
 
In MLlib of Apache Spark, TF and IDF measures are separated in order to be more                
flexible. Lastly, HashingTF can be used to generate the term frequency vectors [24]. 
Stopword Removal: ​It is a common approach to exclude from text documents,             
various inconsequential terms. It has been observed that the 10 most common words in              
the English language, that our documents are written, are about 20-30% of tokens in a               
text [13]. Terms such as “for”, “and”, “is”, “the”, “to”, “of” take place in almost every                
sentence of a text and they are not characteristics of any topic. Stopword removal              
process, as it is known, refers to a stopword list that is used to find and eliminate those                  
kind of terms. Nevertheless, using the same stoplist in every kind of problem, does not               
constitute an advisable choice. There are several lists for different purposes that vary in              
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 terms. Moreover, there are ways that automatic construction of such lists is used, in              
order to upgrade a fixed stopword list. Regarding the stopword removal we applied in              
our data, we used the default stopword list from ml.feature in order to exclude              
stopwords from our document collection. Here, we must note that due to the fact that               
our dataset regards movie reviews, we thought it would be wise to also eliminate words               
such as “movie” and “film”  from our text.  
Stemming: ​Then, stemming is applied which is a process that aims to replace each               
term by its corresponding morphological stem. For instance the words “walker”,           
“walking”, “walked” are all related with the verb walk, their stem. Stemming            
transformation, makes each text document vocabulary shorter and more solid. Applying           
this technique, the length of global corpus vocabulary is also reduced.  
After processing the N documents, the V extracted word terms constitute the corpus              
term vocabulary, standed as V = {v​1​,v​2​,...,v​n​}. Therefore, the final term sequence of T              
vocabulary terms of a text document is denoted as d​seq = {d​seq​(1),...,d​seq​(T)}. For             
instance, the phrase “The lion chases a fox and a horse”, after stemming and stopword               
removal are applied, becomes d​seq​ = {lion,chase,fox,horse}.  
3.4. Document Representation 
3.4.1. Vector Space Model 
 
Text document clustering play a starring role in many applications, eg. document             
retrieval, spam filtering and web search. Essentially, diving in these applications, many            
machine learning algorithms typically wish the text input to be represented as a             
fixed-length vector. Perhaps the most common fixed-length vector representation as far           
as texts, is the bag of words model (BOW), which constitutes the most typical approach               
of a vector space model. Describing this approach, a text document is represented by a               
vector, where each term v​i of the vocabulary is associated with a single dimension.              
Commonly, the weights of the terms are computed by a frequency-based weighted            
function. Here, it is worth to note that the most popular weighted function is tf * idf                 
which introduces the inverse document frequency. Tf*idf, accomplices to single out           
terms that have power and appear in a small number of documents [14].  
-21- 
 The good thing about Vector Space Model is that it maps data into a               
multidimensional space. This way, it accomplishes to escape from computationally          
expensive preprocessing [28]. We should note that the data structures which are used for              
productive preprocessing on sparse high dimensional vectors, are not simple. In the            
majority of the cases, a text document is represented as a vector consisting of the               
normalized frequency counts of terms. Each document contains only a small number of             
all the terms ever used. Considering each text documents a multidimensional vector,            
applying clustering based on their word content. differs from classic clustering in many             
ways. Document data in general are high dimensional, and commonly characterized by            
a very sparse matrix with attribute values and a substantial number of outliers, situations              
characterized by the “curse of dimensionality” issue. Since clustering in general           
basically means, put objects to same or different groups based in their relationships or              
similarities, one can work in a similarity space instead of the original feature space.              
Here, it is interesting to note that some previous works on clustering were based on the                
concept of similarity. Afterwards, the focus moved from similarities space to distance in             
an applicable embedding space, since typically the number of objects would be larger             
than the number of features, used to represent each object. As far as text is concerned,                
the number of features is very high, therefore there is a regeneration of interest in               
approaches based on similarity measures. The dilemma of similarity or distance can            
have a deep impact on the quality of clustering. Among similarity measures, ​Cosine             
Similarity ​has shown to be a powerful measure [15] regarding text document clustering.             
This measure computes the cosine of the angle ​θ ​between the two document vectors.  
 
 
Considering two documents d​i​,d​j ​the computation of its cosine similarity reduces to             
dot-product d​i​d​j ​because in practise all document vectors are normalized in the            
preparation step.  
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 4. Literature Review 
4.1. Text Document Clustering Using Word Embeddings 
 
Abstract 
 
Many current Natural Language Processing systems and techniques treat words as            
atomic units, culminating in avoiding the notion of similarity between words as these             
are represented as single units in the vocabulary. This kind of technique has several              
good reasons such as robustness, clarity and the observation that simple models trained             
on vast datasets exceed complex systems trained on smaller sets of data. Nevertheless, it              
is noticed that simple techniques are at their limits in many machine learning tasks and               
this is mainly due to complex structure that is produced from this large amount of               
training data. Towards making learning algorithms more efficient and mitigating the           
risk of overfitting, new ways are seeked with the goal to reduce big data dimension.               
Regarding the field of Machine Learning and more specifically Text mining, we need to              
be capable of representing words as input to our learning models. One mathematical and              
scientific way of representing words, is vectors. However, as previously mentioned, due            
to high dimensionality, let alone for text data, we need to encode all semantics in our                
language. Hence, the sense of similarity between different words is very crucial. The             
concept of vectors and distances between them such as Cosine similarity or Euclidean             
needs to be exploited as its large scale. 
 
Research Method 
The goal of this research is to highlight the greater efficiency of word embeddings                
in the generalization of an algorithm than the bag-of-words model and more specifically             
regarding document clustering. The formulated research question towards achieving the          
described goal is “text document clustering using word embeddings”. 
In this literature review the following libraries were used in order to cover a large                
spectrum of similar publications: 
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 1. Science Direct  
2. ACM Digital Library 
3. IEEE Xplore  
4. Springer 
Following this, some of the keyword strings that were used are “bag-of-words”,             
“vectors”. “document clustering”, “text representation”. No restrictions regarding the         
release date were used. The procedure for the literature selection was conducted in             
August 2018, meaning that it contains papers that were published or indexed up to this               
date. The final number of papers that we gathered after removing duplicates is 68. Then               
we manually excluded papers that their title seemed irrelevant to our research, reducing             
the papers to 50. The above procedure was repeated by scanning the papers’ abstracts,              
reaching 38. Lastly, we read the whole text of these papers, culminating in 30 of them                
towards extracting information and answer our research question. 
 
 
 
Fig 2. Procedure for literature selection 
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 Findings 
Initially, we are going to give an idea of a Pipeline for text clustering. As mentioned                 
above, a type of data that is widely used is located in the whole wide web which is                  
unstructured, unlabelled and its volume is increasingly growing. So, the idea of learning             
some insights and gain information from all this raw data is quite challenging and lots               
of research has been done.  
The first instinct when noticing raw data is to try to locate and discover patterns.                
Clustering similar information together makes it easier to understand the nature of the             
data as well as its behaviour. As mentioned in previous chapters, clustering is the              
process of organizing unlabelled objects in a way that objects in the same group are               
similar to each other and dissimilar to those in other groups. Simplifying this, clustering              
is like unsupervised classification where the learning algorithm models the similarities           
instead of the bounds. 
As far as the modelling, the input data must have a specific type so that the algorithm                 
can read and fit to them, let alone when input data is text. Traditionally, text documents                
are represented in Natural Language Processing as a bag of words [27]. This means that               
each text document is represented as fixed length vector, with length equal to the              
vocabulary size that is used. These vectors have certain dimensions. Each dimension of             
this vector corresponds to the total number of times of each term in the document. Being                
able to reduce variable length documents to fixed length vector makes them more             
susceptible for use. Word representations are a critical fundamental of many NLP            
systems. It is a common thing to represent words as indices in a vocabulary, but this                
fails to capture the essential relational structure of the lexicon [29].  
 
 
 
 
Fig 3. Bag of Words Model 
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The image above, depicts how a document is represented in a bag of words model.                
One hot encoding models, result in high dimensional and sparse vectors, however,            
effective results are often obtained if a lot of data is available. 
 
So far, we have been representing words using a vocabulary of words. A vocabulary,               
might be vast. For the purpose of easier understanding let us assume that our vocabulary               
consists of 10.000 words, |V| = 10.000. Following this, we have been representing             
words using a one-hot vector. So, for example, if we decide that the word “man”               
belongs to our vocabulary, “man” ​∈ ​|V| and that this word is 5452 in this dictionary,                
then we represent this word as a vector with 1 in position 5452. 
 
 
 
One of the problems of the bag of words representation, is that the learning algorithm                
is responsible for examining which dimensions in the document vectors are           
semantically related. In other words, the issue with this kind of text representation is              
that it treats each word as a thing unto itself, and it does not allow an algorithm to easily                   
generalize the cross words. A model’s performance improves if the semantic correlation            
between words gets identified, and this is what word embeddings promise. So, instead             
of one hot representation, we could learn a featurized representation with each of these              
words and assign a set of features and values for each one of them. Regarding our                
previous example, we could assign to word man, a feature gender associated with this              
word. So, feature gender goes from -1 for male, to 1 for female. There is a variety of                  
models to construct word embeddings but they are all based on the distributional             
hypothesis. This means that “a word is characterized by the company it keeps”.             
Generally speaking, if we use this representation, words with similar meaning will have             
values close to each other, thus encouraging the learning algorithm to generalize better             
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 across different words. Word embeddings are basically high dimensional feature          
vectors, that give better representation than one-hot vectors for representing different           
words. Furthermore, the features that we are going to end up learning, will not have an                
easy interpretation but nonetheless the featurized representations will allow an          
algorithm to quickly figure out similar words. When using word embeddings, a machine             
learning model can weight information from a vast collection of documents, also known             
as a “corpus” by embedding it in the vector representations. 
The main goal of word embeddings is to capture semantic and syntactic regularities in a               
document that uses natural language from vast unsupervised sets of documents. An            
example such that is Wikipedia. Words that appear in the same text are represented by               
vectors close to each other.  
 
 
 
 
 
The image above is a projection of the word embedding to 2D space. There are                
methods such as t-SNE (t -Distributed-Stochastic-Neighbor) embedding which take         
word embeddings as input and what they do is that they project them onto two               
dimensional space which can be easily visualised in a plot.  
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If we look at one of these embeddings we notice that man and woman tend to get                 
grouped together, king and queen are grouped together as well, ect. Plots like these,              
make it easier to visualise a high dimensional space and this gives us the sense that                
word embedding algorithms can learn similar features for concepts that feel like they             
should be more related, as visualised by the concept that seem they should be more               
similar, end up getting mapped to a more similar feature vectors. 
 
Word2Vec 
Word2Vec consists of the most popular word embedding algorithm which as first             
introduced by Google. The Word2Vec algorithm takes a text corpus as an input and              
produces the word vectors as output. Initially, the algorithm produces a vocabulary from             
the text data and learns vector representations of the words afterwards [26]. The space,              
consisted of vectors, can include hundreds of dimensions, with each word in the corpus              
represented as a vector in the space. In addition to that, words that carry similar               
meaning in the sample corpus, are place closed to each other in the space as well.  
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Fig 4. Word2Vec Algorithm methodology 
 
Word2Vec is not an individual algorithm. On the contrary, the algorithm consists of two              
learning models which are the following: 
 
CBOW (Continuous bag of words Model), ​which calculates the conditional          
probability p(w|context(w)) of w, when the context w​-c​,...,w​-1​,w​+1​,...,w​+c of the word w is              
known, where c denotes the number of words before and after w. Finally, context(w)              
stands for the context of w. 
 
 
 
Fig 5. Continuous bag-of-words model 
 
Skip Gram Model​, which in contrast to CBOW model, calculates the conditional            
probability p(context(w)|w) of a given word w.  
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Fig 6. Skip-Gram model 
 
These two Word2Vec’s models have similar structures and they are all neural networks             
that consist of the input layer, the projection layer and the output layer. 
 
Conclusions 
Putting it all together, one of the remarkable results about word embeddings, is the               
generality of analogy relationships that they can learn. For instance, a word embedding             
algorithm, can learn what man is to woman, as what boy is to girl or Rome is to Italy to                    
what Madrid is to Spain due to the vector difference between them. And all of these                
things can be learned just by running a word embedding learning algorithm on the large               
text corpus. Word Embedding is able to spot all of these patterns by itself. 
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 5. Results 
5.1 Overview of Clustering Algorithms Used 
  
​Clustering of big sets of data is increasingly receiving attention recently. Analytics             
algorithms that are used on these big datasets, require enormous computational power            
and capabilities. Apache Spark, which is used for the purposes of this thesis, is a               
popular open source platform for large scale data processing that makes a great match              
for iterative machine learning projects.  
In this first section of this chapter, we initially present a brief overview of Apache Spark                
Machine Learning library and more precisely its clustering algorithms. Clustering          
methods such as K-Means, Bisecting K-Means and Gaussian Mixture Model are           
thoroughly described.  
Spark MLlib is a cluster computing platform which is used for general purposes and               
its architecture gives it the ability to be fast [16,17]. 
As far is speed is concerned, Spark expands MapReduce model to support more types of               
computing, such as queries that need interaction or stream processing. Speed constitutes            
a very important component in the processing of large sets of data. It is very crucial to                 
immediately see results by exploring the data interactively than waiting minutes or            
hours. Following this, one of the main features that Spark proposes for speed, is the               
ability to compute in memory. This kind of system is more productive than the Hadoop               
MapReduce to run complex applications on disc as well. On the other side, generally              
speaking, due to its design and architecture, Spark is able to cover a wide range of                
workloads that were previously needed separate distributed systems, including         
interactive query, streaming or batch processing. Spark can deliver these workloads in            
the same engine. thus making it easy and inexpensive. 
MLlib package includes common Machine Learning functionality. In the following, we           
give a description of MLlib clustering algorithms and more specifically K-Means,           
Bisecting K-Means and Latent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA). 
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 K-Means ​clustering constitutes a method that is more commonly used, to automatically            
segregate a dataset into k-groups[18]. The number of clusters k is assumed to be fixed in                
k-means clustering.  
Let k prototypes (w​1​,w​2​,...,w​k​) be initialized to one of the n input patterns (i​1​,i​2​,...,i​n​).              
Therefore, w​j = i​j​,j ​∈ {1,2,...,k}, j ∈ {1,2,...,n}. C​j is the j​th cluster, whose value is an                  
independent subset of the input patterns. Moreover, a very crucial component regarding            
k-means is the quality of clustering which is determined by the following error function. 
 
E = Σ​j=1​Σ​i​∈ C​j​ |i​j​-w​j​|​2 
 
The number of iterations which is needed, can differ in a wide range of values,                
mainly depending on the number of patterns, number of clusters and the input data              
distribution. Hence, a direct implementation of the k-means clustering algorithm, could           
be very computationally speaking, demanding. This is especially true, for typical data            
mining applications with large number of pattern vectors. 
 
K-MeansII: ​The Spark MLlib implementation builds a parallelized alternative version          
of the k-means method called K-means, which determines its practical effectiveness.           
The main idea, is that instead of sampling a single point in each iteration of the                
K-Means algorithm, we take a sample of O(k) points. At the end of the algorithm,               
O(klogn) points are left, from a solution that is within a continual factor away from the                
optimal. These O(klogn) points into k initial centers, are then clustered again. This             
initialization algorithm which is called K-meansII, is quite simple and essentially it            
allows parallel implementations. Nevertheless, the analytical description of the         
algorithm, turns out to be non trivial, demanding new insights. 
 
Bisecting K-means: ​Bisecting K-means, can often be much faster than the regular            
K-means. However, it will generally partition the dataset into different groups than the             
regular k-means [19].  
Bisecting K-means, constitutes a kind of hierarchical clustering, which is one of the             
most commonly used method of clustering. The difference between Bisecting and           
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 regular K-means is that the first, pursues to produce a hierarchy of clusters.             
Furthermore, Bisecting K-means, has a complexity in time which is linear in the number              
of documents. More specifically, if the number of clusters is large, as well as              
clarification is not used, then Bisecting K-means is even more effective and efficient             
than the regular k-means algorithm. 
 
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA): ​LDA constitutes a generative probabilistic model          
of a corpus. The idea that is based on its implementation, is that documents are               
represented as random fixtures on the top of latent topics, where each topic is described               
by a distribution over terms. Generally speaking, LDA gives guides on how to analyze              
the similarity of data by grouping features of this data into unseen datasets. A mixture of                
these sets afterwards, creates the observable data.  
Diving in more detail into the modeling of LDA, the process could be described as                
locating a mixture of topics for each source, P(z|d), with each topic characterized by              
words, following another probability distribution. The formula could be described as: 
 
P(t​i​|d) = Σ​j=1​ P(ti|z​i=j​) P(z​i​=j|d)​, 
where P(t​i​|d) is the probability of the i​th ​term, for a given document d, and z​i ​is the latent                   
topic. Furthermore, P(t​i​|z​i​=j) is the probability of choosing a term from topic j in the               
document. Here, it is worth noted that the number of latent topics Z has to be                
determined in advance.  
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Fig 7. Latent Dirichlet Allocation methodology 
 
The LDA model, is represented as a probabilistic graphical model as shown in              
figure. The parameters α and β are parameters regarding the corpus which are assumed              
to be sampled once, in the process of producing a corpus. The variables w, are               
word-level parameters which are also sampled once for each word in each document. 
 
5.2 Experiments with these algorithms 
K-means is a type of unsupervised learning and one of the most commonly used               
algorithms for clustering unlabelled data into k clusters. One of the most challenging             
tasks about clustering with k-means is identifying the appropriate number of clusters k.             
Our dataset consists of 1959 movie reviews which are processed and cleaned before             
applying any clustering algorithm. Before diving in our results, let us briefly explain             
how k-means works: 
1. Process begins with k centroids chosen randomly 
2. These centroids, assign instances to each nearest cluster 
3. The average of all instances within the cluster is then used, to assign new              
centroids.  
4. The above steps are repeated until the centroids will remain stable. 
 
A popular method for estimating the right number of clusters is through silhouette             
analysis which we used. Our goal was to choose k based on our silhouette evaluator.               
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 More specifically, we noticed after a loop that, our optimal k is k=2. Our results after                
the loop where: 
 
k=2, silhouette = 0.6070299 
k=3, silhouette = 0.0806727 
k=4, silhouette = -0.045773 
k=5, silhouette = -0.225487 
k=6, silhouette = 0.0864039 
k=7, silhouette = -0.351006 
k=8, silhouette = -0.3037997 
k=9, silhouette = -0.2217722 
 
Here, it is important to state that we used Euclidean distance to compute the sum of                
squared distances(cost), as well as that the silhouette score was achieved by using             
CountVectorizer to convert documents to vectors of token words. Below it is presented             
a plot depicting the cost for different values of k. 
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 From the results, it is clearly noticed that our analysis indicates that our best choice for                
the number of clusters regarding this dataset is k=2. 
Next, we wanted to test if the results remained the same using a different               
vectorization method than CountVectorizer so we did the same procedure using           
HashingTF and below we present the findings: 
 
k=2, silhouette = 0.6784147 
k=3, silhouette = 0.535779 
k=4, silhouette = 0.5373696 
k=5, silhouette = -0.0664096 
k=6, silhouette = -0.146416 
k=7, silhouette = -0.1911321 
k=8, silhouette = -0.1870671 
k=9, silhouette = -0.304133 
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 HashingTF and CountVectorizer generated different frequency vectors as well as           
silhouette evaluator methods. Nevertheless, the result was the same as we ended up with              
223 reviews in one class and 1736 reviews in the other.  
 
Bisecting K-means​: Besides K-means, regarding our problem, we also used Bisecting           
k-means(BKM) which constitutes a kind of hierarchical clustering. For what follows,           
we will briefly describe how BKM works. 
The algorithm starts with a single cluster with all the documents together and works               
as following: 
1. Choose a cluster to split 
2. Find 2 sub-clusters using the basic k-means algorithm (bisecting step) 
3. Repeat step 2, the bisecting step, for iter times and take the split that generates               
the clustering with the highest similarity. 
4. Repeat steps 1,2,3 until the desirable number of clusters is achieved 
 
Here, it must be noted that we also used two different methods for representing text to                
vectors with tokens, HashingTF and CountVectorizer. In contrast to regular k-means           
algorithm, bisecting achieved the biggest silhouette evaluation value when         
CountVectorizer was used rather than HashingTF. More specifically, with         
CountVectorizer representation we obtained: 
 
k=2, silhouette = 0.4494555 
k=3, silhouette = 0.00224225 
k=4, silhouette = 0.01241426 
k=5, silhouette = -0.19070359 
k=6, silhouette = -0.187096218 
k=7, silhouette = -0.1865898 
k=8, silhouette = -0.18603555 
k=9, silhouette = -0.1994453 
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 For each execution of bisecting k-means, we ought to calculate the sum of squared               
distances from the respective centroids. Below a plot is presented where the cost             
function is computed for different values of k. 
 
 
As mentioned above, we used also hashingTF towards representing text to vectors of              
token counts. As far as the results with hashingTF, we obtained: 
 
k=2, silhouette = 0.428229 
k=3, silhouette = -.0025079 
k=4, silhouette = 0.0014575 
k=5, silhouette = -0.1814516 
k=6, silhouette = -0.1781658 
k=7, silhouette = -0.17776366 
k=8, silhouette = -0.1767907 
k=9, silhouette = -0.1877693 
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 The cost was also computed in this case and below we present a plot demonstrating this,                
with k values 2 to 10. 
 
 
It is clearly noticed that the optimal value of k in both cases, using hashingTF and                 
CV is k=2. Moreover it must be noted that bisecting k-means is linear to ducements,               
thus making it 13 minutes slower than the regular k-means, in order to generate clusters.  
The results that bisecting achieved with hashingTF and CV were the same, grouping             
917 movie reviews in one class and 1042 reviews to another.  
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Lastly, we must note that these clusters are generated using Euclidean distance and              
our features column was the tf-idf that we calculated. 
 
Latent Dirichlet Allocation​: Latent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA) is a topic modeling          
algorithm which derives topics from a collection of text documents. LDA can be             
described as a clustering algorithm based on the following idea: 
Topics correspond to cluster centers and text documents to rows in our dataset. Both              
documents and topics exist in a feature space, where feature vectors are vectors of token               
counts. Based on this assumption, LDA uses a function based on a statistical model that               
is characterized by how text documents are produced rather than using a traditional             
distance measure to estimate a cluster. Here, we must state that in order to generate               
topics using LDA, we only used CountVectorizer in our preprocessing of the text             
because afterwards we make use of its vocabulary.  
One of the trickier tasks about LDA model is to specify the number of topics to be                  
generated. Similar task as determining the number of clusters in k-means algorithm. Our             
goal is to find topics associated with each document. Furthermore as an optimizer in our               
LDA model we used expectation maximization algorithm which optimized the          
likelihood over the document topic. Hence we obtain the probabilistic Latent semantic            
Analysis as a topic Distribution.  
Our first choice was to pick as number of topics to k=10. After fitting the model,                 
LDA produces topics with key terms which correspond to the respective topics as well              
as its  term weights. 
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Topics are described by their top term weights. However, in order to be able to draw                 
conclusions out of this, we mapped the the term indices to actual words, and we               
obtained: 
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Fig 8. Topic Modeling based on TF-IDF feature column 
 
Following this, due to our dataset consists of movie reviews, there are several words               
that could be considered as stowords, such as “movie” and “film” which were manually              
excluded from our dataset. Next, we reduced the number of top weighted terms that              
describe the topics to k=3, obtaining: 
 
 
As presented above, the procedure was to map the above term indices and its weights                
into actual words and below it is presented the results. 
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Fig 9. LDA based on TF-IDF(number of topics 3) 
 
Before concluding, we thought it would be wise to demonstrate the topic distribution of              
each word to the topics, showing only the first 20 rows from our dataset: 
 
 
Fig 10. Dataframe with topic distribution of each word 
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 ​It is obvious that Latent Dirichlet Allocation could be used as a clustering              
algorithm, grouping together words with similar meaning and assigning them to topics            
that lda generates. 
 
5.3 Results using Word Embeddings 
As mentioned above, word embeddings is another feature vectorization method           
which has greater efficiency than the bag-of-words model in the generalization of an             
algorithm due to the featurized representation of the text. Previous, the results that we              
presented were only based on the tf-idf feature column that we calculated. Below, will              
be presented results which are only based on the embeddings of the words. Here, it must                
be noted that due to our dataset contains movie reviews, hence, Word2Vec algorithm             
produced the numerical representations of the words individually and not of the retire             
review. Owing to that, we calculated the average of these embeddings in order to              
generate a document vector. Moreover, based on this column we re run k-means             
algorithm and LDA.  
 
K-means using word Embeddings 
​Same as before, we chose as number of clusters k=2 and we predicted that 764                
reviews belong to one cluster and 1195 reviews to another. In order to visualize the               
clusters we reduced the dimensionality to 5 components. 
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Fig 11. K-means based on featurized vectors  
 
​This technique is an adaption of Doc2Vec computer algorithm which produces            
vectors for sentences paragraphs or documents. These vectors can be used to find             
similarities between documents or in our case paragraphs, and group them together. 
 
LDA using word Embeddings  
As mentioned in previous chapters, LDA constitutes a classical way to generate             
topics from document collections. Topic modelling is a type of unsupervised method            
and it has already been stated how it can be used as a clustering algorithm. What is                 
challenging here is that we combined LDA and word embeddings to generate topics and              
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 check if greater efficiency is achieved [31]. Based on the feature column of the              
averaged vectors than previously, the below results/topics were generated. 
 
 
Fig 12. LDA using Word Embeddings 
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 ​Based on the results, it is clearly noticed that the topics generated using word               
embeddings make more sense than before. Topics that contain (kung, fu, jet, li) are now               
presented meaning that generalization is better now.  
 
5.4 Evaluation of clustering  
One of the most fundamental concepts of clustering is the cluster validation which is               
a procedure that comes after the clustering, method and as the word reveals itself, it               
evaluates the quality of the obtained clustering results. One, could easily comes to the              
conclusion that, since there exist various different explanations regarding which is an            
interesting cluster structure to look for, the evaluation of a clustering solution is not an               
easy problem [21]. All evaluation measures display some bias towards their basic            
assumptions. Here, it is worth noted that the number of clusters is one of the most                
important aspects that directly affect an evaluation, and comparing clusterings with           
different number of groups, constitutes a very difficult task. 
So far, the most candid evaluation approach is the external validation, where             
supervised information is used, to decide whether the clustering result, mirrors with            
human perception for the according problem. The information that is needed, is a             
labeled set of data that basically describes a correct solution to the partitioning problem,              
the so-called, ground truth. 
Afterwards, various validation measures could be applied to determine the agreement            
between the labels and the clustering result. Most of these measures, compute the             
degree to which objects with different labels from the clustering method, are assigned to              
different groups. Following this, towards matching the ground truth labeling and the            
grouping formed by the clustering method, there is also the Variation of Information             
metric [22]. and the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) [23]. The result of the clustering, is               
better when it is indicated by higher values of ARI and lower of VI. Here, it must be                  
noted, that these measures can also be developed to cover the case where the number of                
data objects is not the same as the number of clusters.  
As mentioned in previous chapters, one of the major contributions of clustering in              
the field of data analysis, is the fact that the cluster structure in data can be discovered,                 
whereas human may not be able to evaluate by themselves. In simple words, we state               
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 that there are cases where human perception is not able to provide labels to data.               
However, if in other cases humans are aware of what they are searching for, it is again                 
generally desirable to use unsupervised measures, called internal evaluation measures.  
These kind of measures, compute quantities that comprise the relations between data             
classes themselves. Naturally, an acceptable clustering solution, should present high          
separation and high compactness. The first implies, that the clusters should be clearly             
separated in the space, whereas the second that the objects of each cluster should be               
close to each other.  
However, as far as the clusterings methods that are based on the optimization of a                
function, they administer this value of the function, which can be used as a criterion for                
clustering quality. Nevertheless, in this way, the constraint is that it is not possible to               
compare clusterings with different objective functions, as well as cases, where the            
number of clusters is different. On the other hand. if all the compared clustering              
algorithms adopt the same assumptions under which they pursue for a clustering            
solution, then direct comparison may be possible. For instance, we are capable of             
comparing results from k-means and bisecting k-means, since both of them use the same              
objective function. 
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 6.  Conclusions 
In this thesis, we have studied and developed machine learning methods which             
aimed to extract knowledge from text document collections. More precisely, we focused            
on the problem of document clustering which constitutes an unsupervised approach of            
gaining information as far as the cluster structure of a dataset is concerned. Designing              
efficient and effective methodologies for text document representation was the incentive           
and motivation of this dissertation as well as the clustering that take into account the               
respecting characteristics of the documents. 
Considerable discussion has been included on the several difficulties and properties            
of natural language such as polysemy, homonymy, complex semantics and the ways that             
text documents are transformed and represented as feature vectors. Feature spaces such            
that, are described by high dimensionality and sparsity which themselves enforce and            
add difficulties when typical clustering methods are applied.  
Next, we considered the most simplistic term independence assumption, which exists            
in the majority of vector space models(VSM) used for text document representation.  
We thoroughly described Apache Sparks architecture and its necessity as a tool in              
the scope of Big Data Analytics. We highlighted its advantages like its higher velocity              
and flexibility than Hadoop's MapReduce as well as the fact that it supports             
programming languages such as Python and Scala apart from Java. We also analyzed             
the clustering algorithms that Apache Sparks MLlib package supports such as k-means,            
bisecting k-means and latent dirichlet allocation(LDA). As far as the last one, we             
presented and implemented ways, where it can be used as a clustering algorithm,             
assigning words to topics. 
In this dissertation, it is also concerned the problem of estimating the right number of                
clusters as well as the few quality measures that exist for clustering evaluation. 
All in all, regarding document representation, we believe that one of the most              
fundamental and challenging tasks is to investigate the potential of combining           
information and knowledge towards building concept vectors [30]. Hence, it would be            
doable to efficiently mirror the transformed document vectors in feature spaces of lower             
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 dimensionality. We feel that this would improve and facilitate various machine learning            
and data mining tasks that involve natural language and its representation. 
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